Gain a complete visibility on security posture in cloud instances critical for business activity.

**Context**

The customer needed an overview of their assets and a valid, guided assessment to figure out how to remain compliant with industry regulations and law standards like GDPR.

**Solutions**

- Cloud Security Assessment aimed at identifying cloud assets (S3 buckets, lambda functions…) and comparing their configurations against compliance standards such as GDPR, ISO 27001 and Best Practices.
- **+4,500** assets checked on 2 environments: AWS & Azure
- **45%** of the assets are failing to comply with checks / Identification of weak points
- Actionable recommendations on overall cloud security posture to help align with regulations, detect & rapidly recover from breaches

**Benefits**

- Reduced risk due to uncovered vulnerabilities and enhanced data protection
- Plannable costs and time schedule due to detailed report with a complete view of potential issues and guidance on the best methods to mitigate them
- Compliance to regulatory requirements of GDPR, ISO 27001 checked